
HELLO, ULTRA CLAN! I hope you are enjoying the Science Of Ultra podcast as

much as my guests and I are enjoying creating each episode for you! Here is

the Ultra Clan Weekly for my interview in the Coach's Corner with Ian

Sharman. Enjoy!

 

Last week’s Ultra Clan Weekly was a long one. It encompassed several episodes that were part of

the launching of Science Of Ultra. If you signed up after that and would like last week’s UCW, click

HERE to send me an e-mail. The subject line auto-fills with ‘ Ultra Clan Weekly 001 ‘; just click

‘send’ and I’ll bounce the first UCW right back to you.

My guest this week was Ian Sharman. While he is an exceptional ultra marathon runner, this

interview is focused on his coaching business, Sharman Ultra Endurance Coaching, in the Coach’s

Corner category of Science Of Ultra podcast episodes.

 

You can connect with Ian:

Website: sharmanultra.com

Twitter: @sharmanian

mailto:shawn@scienceofultra.com?subject=UCW001
http://www.sharmanultra.com/
http://www.sharmanultra.com/


Facebook: Ian Sharman

 

Ian coaches athletes across the full spectrum of abilities and backgrounds. His load is about 40-50

athletes. He is self-coached because he prefers to experiment on himself fluidly and uses the

information gained in his own training when prescribing for his clients.

 

In general, his practice is very flexibly engaged with each athlete’s lifestyle and schedules rather

than prescriptions that are expected to take precedence over all other aspects of life. As with any

good coach, he focuses on the clients’ goals. THIS IS CRITICAL, whether you hire a coach or not -

being brutally honest and realistic with yourself to set specific goals. Everything else will work out

after that.

 

Avoiding injury is a major and fundamental feature of training progression. “A massive focus on

not getting injured because that’s what’s going to allow the improvements over time. So, not

getting injured is the single biggest factor that we aim for.” (Ian at 12:15 minutes)

 

Overall progressions first address the endurance base through steady workouts and building

time/distance. Once this is (or if already) established, it’s a slow progression in volume/density as

other types of work (e.g., hills, speed) get incorporated, depending on the goals a client has.

 

Four to five weeks of buildup, then a down week or so would be a typical plan. But there is a great

focus on specificity for the client based on how the client feels and practical considerations of

lifestyle (work needs, vacation, etc.). Ian stresses the difference between being a wimp and

genuinely feeling fatigued relevant to being able to have a good training session.

https://www.facebook.com/people/Ian-Sharman/100008999621921


 

All of the forms of workouts, like ‘speed work’, tempo, striders, fartleks, back-to-back, etc. are a

considerable part of Ian’s prescriptions. This is because he places big emphasis on variety, while

leaning into race/event demands (e.g., hills, if a race is in the mountains). This may apply not only

on a macro-scale but also a micro-scale where multiple forms are performed in a single week.

Two-a-day workouts may be a part of plans. Many people want to commute to work. An example

might be run to work and bike home, then bike to work and run home the next time.

 

In general, 50% or more of the weekly mileage is easy and slow, as recovery running.

 

Speed work and high intensity is a component, if well tolerated without injury, of training

throughout training plans…until tapering for an event.

 

Tapering: Ian finds a great deal of variability among his athletes. Typically a two-week taper,

adjusted by athletes psyche and past experience seems reasonable.

 

To build confidence when tackling a new, longer mileage race than a client has done before, Ian

recommends a lead up race of significant distance. For example, for a first 100-mile race, he

recommends a 100K a few months before the 100-mile race. If there is something you can work out

for yourself that you know will help you to build confidence, plan it. Ian runs 10 800-meter repeats

near the upper end of expected race paces.

 

Ian’s simple rule to avoid over-fatigue: one bad run is nothing to stress about, but two or three in a

short period may indicate that backing off and evaluating the source is necessary (e.g., job stress,



sleep problems, etc.). Consider adding sleep, stress, and food/drink quality to your workout

record. It may be useful for review if things are not going well in training. Quantity and quality of

sleep is particularly important, especially for recovery.

 

The long run, according to Ian, shouldn’t be more than 50% of the total mileage for the week but

will vary depending on specific athlete goals and plans. Runs longer than 5 hours are generally

not necessary, even when training for 100 miles. Races in the build-up may naturally be longer

than 5 hours, but he doesn’t prescribe longer in regular training. Back-to-back runs such as four

hours on day one and four hours again the following day are useful. He will do 3-hour runs in the

lead up for a marathon and 4-4.5 hour runs for a 100-mile race.

 

Take home messages:

1. What are the two most common mistakes that Ian sees in prior training plans when an
athlete first comes to hire him as a coach?

ANSWER: First, running all their miles at a similar pace…hard days not hard enough and easy
days not easy enough. Second, not backing off when injuries are coming on.

2. What three specific action items of advice would he give to to optimize training or racing
today?

ANSWER: 1) Don’t jump into the deep end by taking on a long ultra as a first race. Instead, start

with a 50K and progress. 2) Add variety into the workouts. 3) Listen to your body – feeling tired or

a hint of an injury? Adjust appropriately if you aren’t going to be able to achieve your goal for the

workout or if you will aggravate an injury.

 

All the best,
Shawn

Chief Running Officer, ScienceOfUltra.com
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